CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-1
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Human Rights
OTHER TITLE INFO: Everybody’s Business, Human Rights Commission
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; image in black and text in blue and black in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Human Rights Commission, Nova Scotia
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Human Rights
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-2
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Le grand rendez-vous 8 mars
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rond; bleu; texte en blanc; symbole ♀ en blanc au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Journée international de la femme
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-3
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Bravo!
OTHER TITLE INFO: For all you do Everyday…
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in red and white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-4
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Feminist Collective
OTHER TITLE INFO: Pornography, Rape, War
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; pink; multicolour image in the centre with text on both sides
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Pornography
2. Sexual Assault
3. War
4. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-5
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Sortons du ghetto des emplois féminins
OTHER TITLE INFO: Action-travail des femmes
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rond; rose pâle; texte en bleu au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Emploi
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-6
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Become Aware SCWSG
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in red in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1980
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Scarborough College Women’s Studies Group
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-7
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Pornography
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red and pink, text in white, forbidding symbol
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Pornography
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-8
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Equal Opportunity Now
OTHER TITLE INFO: Federation of Women Teacher’s Associations of Ontario
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow; main text in black in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Federation of Women Teacher’s Associations of Ontario
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
2. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-9
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Solidarité, Pride, Fierté
OTHER TITLE INFO: Canadian Labour Congress
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; black and pink; text in black in a pink triangle
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Canadian Labour Congress
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
2. Solidarity
3. Lesbian
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-10
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Le harcèlement - un poison en milieu de travail
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; blanc; texte en noir au centre avec le symbole de danger
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Emploi
2. Harcèlement sexuel
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-11
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: The Great 88 Soirée
OTHER TITLE INFO: St. John’s Newfoundland
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; multicoloured text; image in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1988
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-12
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Take our Daughters to Work
OTHER TITLE INFO: A Girl is Watching, Ms. Foundation for Women, April 27, 1995
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; multicoloured; text in black in the centre; small images
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1995
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Ms. Foundation for Women
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
NOTES: None
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-13
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Vive la différence
OTHER TITLE INFO: Stop Harassment and Discrimination
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; black and white; main text multicoloured
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Ministry of Education and Training
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual harassment
2. Discrimination
3. Education
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-14
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: The Responsibility is ours
OTHER TITLE INFO: Challenge Harassment and Discrimination
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; white and violet; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Ministry of Education and Training
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual harassment
2. Discrimination
3. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-15
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Huit Mars ‘81
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; rose pâle; texte en mauve
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1981
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Journée internationale de la femme
NOTES: Aucun
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-16
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I Made My Choice
OTHER TITLE INFO: Choices
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; beige; small violet logo; text in violet
date of artefact: [between 1980 and 1995]
organization that produced artefact: Unknown
artist/designer: Unknown
provenance: Unknown
subject heading(s):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-17
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Mon héroïne
OTHER TITLE INFO: Les éditions du remue-ménage
description of artefact: rond; beige et mauve foncé; texte en blanc;
portrait d’une femme au milieu
date of artefact: [entre 1980 et 1995]
organization that produced artefact: Les éditions du remue-ménage
artist/designer: Inconnu
provenance: Inconnu
subject heading(s):
1. Presse
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-18
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Hit Back Support Interval House
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
description of artefact: round; yellow; text in black
date of artefact: [between 1980 and 1995]
organization that produced artefact: Unknown
artist/designer: Unknown
provenance: Unknown
subject heading(s):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-19
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Stop Abortion “Clinics”
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
description of artefact: round; white; text in black; design of a STOP
sign
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Abortion-contraception-reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-20
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: W.H.E.N. Now
OTHER TITLE INFO: Women’s Health Education Network
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; green; text in white; question mark and ♂ symbol

DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-21
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Allumons une flamme d’espoir
OTHER TITLE INFO: Journée mondiale du sida, 1er décembre 1988
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rond; blanc; texte en vert; image d’une flamme au milieu

DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1988
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Santé
2. Sida
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-22
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Solidarity
OTHER TITLE INFO: Coalition
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; text in white and red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Solidarity
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-23
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Egale
OTHER TITLE INFO: Equality for Gays and Lesbians Everywhere
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; light pink; text in black; small image on the right side
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Lesbian
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-24
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: No to Violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: Federation of Women Teachers’ Associations of Ontario
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in black and white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Federation of Women Teachers’ Associations of Ontario
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. FWTAO
3. Federation of Women Teachers’ Associations of Ontario
4. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-25
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Spring Free From Racism
OTHER TITLE INFO: Be There. March 21
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; violet; text in white in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Color
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-26
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: “Fears is a habit. I am not afraid”
OTHER TITLE INFO: Free Suu, Free Burma
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: red; text in white; photography of a girl in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DISIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-27
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: International Women’s Day
OTHER TITLE INFO: Durham ‘95
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; black and white; text in black; image in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1995
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DISIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-28
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Imaginons le pouvoir des femmes
OTHER TITLE INFO: 8 mars ’85 journée internationale des femmes
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; bleu foncé; texte en rose et blanc au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1985
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DISIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Journée internationale de la femme
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-29
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Medicare for all Abortions
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; violet; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Abortion-contraception-reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-30
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I'm taking the Nuclear Industry to Court
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Nuclear
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-31
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Rock Against Sexism
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-cultural-entertainment
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-32
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Audrey McLaughlin for Prime Ministre
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; multicoloured; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Politics
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-33
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women Vote!
OTHER TITLE INFO: National Action Committee on the Status of Women
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; dark pink; text in black; black image in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: National Action Committee on the Status of Women
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Politics
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-34
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: National Commission on Aboriginal ChildCare
OTHER TITLE INFO: “Our Children… Our Ways” Native Council of Canada
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; dark blue; yellow image and text in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Native Council of Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Child Care
2. Native
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-35
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Help women build lives free from violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: The December 6 Fund
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; violet image surrounded by text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Montreal Polytechnic Massacre
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-36
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: N♀ Means No
OTHER TITLE INFO: Canadian Federation of Students
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; black; text in pink
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Canadian Federation of Students
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
2. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-37
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: La courtepointe commémorative
OTHER TITLE INFO: Une mosaïque de l’espoir, tournée canadienne 1989
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; multicolore; texte principal en blanc
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1989
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-divertissement
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-38
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I ♥ the Mums
OTHER TITLE INFO: Mothers United for Metro Shelter
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-39
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: huit mars
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; mauve foncé; texte en mauve pâle
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Journée internationale de la femme
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-40
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: W ♀ men W ♀ rking
OTHER TITLE INFO: Advanced Education and Manpower, Women’s Services Branch Saskatchewan
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; yellow; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Women’s Services Branch Saskatchewan
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Education
2. Labour
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-41
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Calling the Shots
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in green
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-42
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Lesbian and Friends, Quebec, 1989
OTHER TITLE INFO: Canadian Women’s Studies Association
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light yellow; text in black in the centre with two ♀ symbols
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1989
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Canadian Women’s Studies Association
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Lesbian
2. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-43
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: huit mars
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; noir; texte en blanc
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Journée internationale de la femme
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-44
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: huit mars
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; rouge; texte en noir
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Journée internationale de la femme
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-45
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Remember December 6
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in red surrounding an image in pink
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Montreal Polytechnic Massacre
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-46
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Porn Lies!
OTHER TITLE INFO: About Men, About Women, About Children, About Sex
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Pornography
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-47
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Friends of the Transition House
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light yellow; text in black surrounding the ♀ symbol
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-48
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: December 6, 1989 Montreal Massacre
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in green surrounding a multicoloured image
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1990 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Montreal Polytechnic Massacre

NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-49
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: World AIDS Day
OTHER TITLE INFO: Dec 1, 1998; Join Worldwide Effort
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; main text in violet; additional text in green; green image in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1998
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. AIDS
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-50
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Take Back the Night, Femmes sans peur
OTHER TITLE INFO: Montreal, 1989
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; green; text in black; black image in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1989
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Sexual Assault
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-51
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: A.I.D.S. Is Everyone’s Concern
OTHER TITLE INFO: University of Miami School of Medicine, A.I.D.S. Clinical Research Unit
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in orange in the centre surrounded by green text
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: University of Miami School of Medicine
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. AIDS

NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-52
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; pink; peace and ♀ symbols
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1990]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-53
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: ANAC
OTHER TITLE INFO: Association of Nurses in Aids Care
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; burgundy; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Association of Nurses in Aids Care
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. AIDS
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-54
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Choice
OTHER TITLE INFO: No New Abortion Law
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; pink; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Abortion-contraception-reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-55
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Let's STOP Racism
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black and dark pink; text in white in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Color
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-56
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Take Back the Night ‘94
OTHER TITLE INFO: Oshawa Durham Rape Crisis Centre
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; violet; text and image in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1994
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Oshawa Durham Rape Crisis Centre
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Sexual Assault
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-57
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Vote Against Male Violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: Association of Interval and Transition House Ontario
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Association of Interval and Transition House Ontario
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-58
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Send A Sister To Beijing
OTHER TITLE INFO: August 30-September 8, 1995
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in blue
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1995
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Organization of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women of Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Color
2. Immigrant
3. Conference
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-59
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Operation Solidarity
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Solidarity
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-60
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women in Film & Video
OTHER TITLE INFO: Toronto
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; yellow; image and text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
2. Media
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-61
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Marche des femmes contre la pauvreté
OTHER TITLE INFO: Du pain et des roses, des emplois et la justice; mai et juin 1996
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; blanc; texte en mauve; image en noir au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1996
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Pauvreté
2. Manifestation
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-62
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I Support Disabled Lesbians and Gays
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; pink; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Lesbian
2. Health
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-63
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: 3rd Survivors Walk ’95
OTHER TITLE INFO: 3e Marchethon des survivants ‘95
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in black surrounding the image of a rose
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1995
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-64
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Keep Nelson House Open
OTHER TITLE INFO: Support CUPE Local 3851
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; blue; image of a rose surrounded by text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-65
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Keep Free Collective Bargaining Free
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; light green; text in dark green
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-66
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Without Consent it’s Sexual Assault
OTHER TITLE INFO: Ontario
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; dark blue; text in white in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-67
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Help check Violence at work
OTHER TITLE INFO: Canadian Union of Public Employees Health and Safety Department
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; blue; text in black in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Canadian Union of Public Employees
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
2. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-68
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Equality for Women Now!
OTHER TITLE INFO: New Democrats
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Equality
2. Politics
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-69
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light brown and yellow; image of a beaver
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Parks Canada / Parcs Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: H.A.S. Novelties, Ottawa
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-70
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Keep the Doors Open for Women
OTHER TITLE INFO: Support Your Local Women’s Centre
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; dark violet; text in white; white and violet image in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-71
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Taxes for Peace Not War
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light yellow; text in black; peace symbol in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Peace
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-72
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Men of Quality aren’t Threatened by Women Seeking Equality
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; marine blue; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-73
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: United Nations International Women’s Decade
OTHER TITLE INFO: Kenya, 1975-1985
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; image in blue surrounded by text in blue
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [1985]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: United Nations
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Conference
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-74
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Rise & Shine with Women Entrepreneur
OTHER TITLE INFO: Partez du bon pied avec les femmes entrepreneures
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; yellow and white; text in red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Association of Atlantic Women Business Owners / L’Association des femmes entrepreneurs de l’Atlantic
ARTIST/DESIGNER: DASC Industries, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Business
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-75
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: No Man Has the Right, Wife Assault
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in black; forbidding sign
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-76
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Partners for a World Without AIDS
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aidscom
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; multicoloured; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. AIDS
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-77
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Canadians for Life
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red and white; text in white and dark green
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-78
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Freedom of Choice in Health Care
OTHER TITLE INFO: Association of Concerned Citizens for Preventive Medicine
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Association of Concerned Citizens for Preventive Medicine
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-79
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: N♀ Oct.26
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in dark violet
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-80
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: You Can’t Hug Your Child with Nuclear Arms
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; sky blue; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Disarmament
3. Nuclear
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-81
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: What we got is the Best!
OTHER TITLE INFO: The Canadian Women’s Festival / Le festival des femmes canadiennes, Winnipeg 1986
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: oval; white; text in violet
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1986
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
NOTES: None
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-82
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: International Women’s Day, March 8, 9, 10, 1984
OTHER TITLE INFO: St. John’s Nfld.
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light pink; text in black surrounding an image in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1984
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
NOTES: None
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-83
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: J’t’aime, J’capote
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; jaune; texte en bleu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Comité SIDA AIDE, Montréal
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Santé
NOTES: Aucun
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-84
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Anne
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: [Anne Molgat]
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-85
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women’s Centre of Hamilton-Wentworth
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in black surrounding ♀ symbol and the letters WC
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1990 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Women’s Centre of Hamilton-Wentworth
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-86
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Femmes au travail
OTHER TITLE INFO: Programme fédéral de Femmes
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; jaune; texte en noir
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Office national du film du Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Emploi
2. Média
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-87
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Take Back the Night!
OTHER TITLE INFO: Canadian Association of Assault Centres, September 18, 1987; Vancouver Rape Relief & Women’s Shelter
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red; text in black surrounding an image in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1987
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Vancouver Rape Relief & Women’s Shelter
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-88
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Cuts Hurt Kids
OTHER TITLE INFO: Hamilton Elementary Teacher’s Say:
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Education
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-89
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; ♀ symbol in blue
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-90
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Our Schools, Our Future; Nos écoles, notre avenir
OTHER TITLE INFO: OTF/FEO
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; white and green; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: OTF/FEO
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Education
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-91
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Claim the Night Claim Your Right
OTHER TITLE INFO: 1980 Aug. 2nd
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1980
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-92
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Se souvenir c'est arrêter toute guerre
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; noir; texte en blanc; images de colombes
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Guerre
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-93
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: In commemoration of the 14 women killed in Montreal, December 6, 1989
OTHER TITLE INFO: En commémoration des 14 femmes assassinées à Montréal le 6 décembre 1989
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white and grey; text in black surrounding a rose
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1990 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Montreal Polytechnic Massacre
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-94
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I am Person / Je suis une Personne
OTHER TITLE INFO: 1929
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text and image in red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-95
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Provincial Women's Conference '89
OTHER TITLE INFO: Stephenville, Newfoundland, Feminist Issues in the 90's
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; text in black surrounding the ♀ symbol
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1989
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Conference
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-96
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; pink; butterfly in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-97
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Take Back the Night
OTHER TITLE INFO: Femmes sans peur
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; dark violet; text and ♀ symbol in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-98
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Portes ouvertes sur notre force et notre diversité
OTHER TITLE INFO: Fédération canadienne des étudiantes et étudiants
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; noir et blanc; texte en rose et symbole ♂ au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Fédération canadienne des étudiantes et étudiants
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Education
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-99
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: B.Y.O.C.
OTHER TITLE INFO: University of Miami School of Medicine, A.I.D.S. Clinical Research Unit
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in orange and green
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: University of Miami School of Medicine
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. AIDS
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-100
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Voices with Power
OTHER TITLE INFO: International Women’s Day, March 8
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; multicoloured text
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-101
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Solidarity Against Violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: Canadian Union Public Employees
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; grey and white; text in red; image in black in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Canadian Union of Public Employees
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-102
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Celebrating Women!
OTHER TITLE INFO: International Women’s Day, March 8, 1991
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light yellow; text in violet with ♀ symbol in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1991
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-103
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Other Wise
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; dark blue; text in red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Press
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-104
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Take Back the Night!
OTHER TITLE INFO: Les femmes en solidarité
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; grey; text and image in red
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-105
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Let’s Grow
OTHER TITLE INFO: Human Rights Together
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in blue
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Human Rights Nova Scotia
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Human Rights
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-106
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Safe Sex Slut
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in black; image in red in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Prostitution
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-107
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Ordain Women or Stop Baptizing Them
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; red; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Spirituality
NOTES: None
CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-108
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; ♀ symbol and image in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-109
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Men can stop Date Rape
OTHER TITLE INFO: OPIRG
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; white; text in red and black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: OPIRG
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: French version see OB-X10-2-112

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-110
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Another New Democrat Woman for Change
OTHER TITLE INFO: Women’s Rights Committee
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; dark pink; text in white and image in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Politics
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-111
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Festival of Pride / Festival Fierté ’92
OTHER TITLE INFO: June 12-21 / Juin Ottawa, Canada
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; white; text in black, image in pink and black in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1992
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
  1. Arts-culture-entertainment
  2. Lesbian
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-112
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Les homes peuvent mettre fin au viol par connaissance
OTHER TITLE INFO: GRIPO
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: carré; blanc; texte en rouge et noir
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: GRIPO
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
  1. Agression sexuelle
NOTES: Voir OB-X10-2-109 pour la version en anglais

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-113
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: La voix des femmes / Voice of Women, Canada
OTHER TITLE INFO: Peace
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in yellow surrounding an
  image in yellow
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
  1. Violence
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-114
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I'm Miracle Worker for the Janeway
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light yellow; text in black surrounding a
  black hot air balloon
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: The Button Centre, Moncton, New Brunswick
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-115
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women Take Back the Night '90 / Femmes reprenons la nuit
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; navy blue; text and image in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1990
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-116
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women for Equality, Justice and Peace
OTHER TITLE INFO: The 52% Solution
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white and violet; text in white and green
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-117
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Sisters of the Good Shepherd
OTHER TITLE INFO: St. Agnes, 1911-1981, Marymound
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light brown; text in brown surrounding the image of a chapel
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [1981]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Spirituality
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-118
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Démilitarisons / Nittassinan
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rond; rouge et bleu clair; texte en noir; deux images au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Les Macarons [hasbec], Montréal
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Désarmement
3. Autochtone
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-119
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: The Socred Budget Disables People
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; dark blue; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-120
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Breaking the Silence together
OTHER TITLE INFO: We Can Make A Difference
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; white; text and image in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1990]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-121
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Catering to Women, Men Invited
OTHER TITLE INFO: Yucci’s, 179, Duckworth St., St. John’s, Nfl.
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow; text in black with various images
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Business
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-122
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Femmes et Forte
OTHER TITLE INFO: Ben oui!
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; blanc; design de carte à jouer
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-123
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: We are... Everywhere
OTHER TITLE INFO: 1993, March on Washington
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; black; text in pink, black and white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1993
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Campus Marketing Specialists
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Demonstration
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-124
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Celebrate our Strength
OTHER TITLE INFO: Remember the violence, Continue the struggle
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; multicoloured text
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-125
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: On en a sougé! Faut changer nos quotidiens.
OTHER TITLE INFO: 8 Mars ’83
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; rose et vert; texte en bleu ; image au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1983
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-126
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Clinic Now!
OTHER TITLE INFO: The Ottawa, Pro-Choice Network
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; violet; text in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Ottawa Pro-Choice Network
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Abortion-contraception-reproduction
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-127
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: A Man’s Home is His Castle Let Him Clean It
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; yellow; text in dark blue
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Ferne Sales & MFG Co. Inc., West Orange, New Jersey
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-128
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: I’m a safe sex Pro!
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; pink; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Health
2. Prostitution
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-129
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Hard Times won’t stop Us!
OTHER TITLE INFO: IWD 83
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in black; image in light green in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1983
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-130
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: Aucun Homme n’a le droit
OTHER TITLE INFO: Violence faite aux femmes
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rond; blanc; texte en noir; symbole d’interdiction au milieu
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Inconnu
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-131
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: If You Love This Planet
OTHER TITLE INFO: National Film Board of Canada
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; black; text in white; image in black and white in the centre
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
3. Media

NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-132
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women working Together for Change / Femmes ensemble pour changer le monde
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in dark violet surrounding a multicoloured symbol ♀
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):

NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-133
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: SORWUC A Union for Working Women
OTHER TITLE INFO: Service Office-Retail Workers Union-Canada
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; white; text in blue
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Service Office-Retail Workers Union-Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour

NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-134
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Women say NO to NAFTA
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; light shiny violet; text in black
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):

NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-135
MATERIAL TYPE: Macaron
TITLE: En branle…mais pas branleuses!
OTHER TITLE INFO: Fédération des femmes canadiennes-françaises
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rond; jaune; texte en brun
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [entre 1980 et 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Fédération des femmes canadiennes-françaises
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
PROVENANCE: Inconnu
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 
NOTES: Aucun

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-136
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Equity at Work / L’équité au travail
OTHER TITLE INFO: Women’s Bureau / Bureau de la main-d’œuvre féminine
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: rectangle; black; text in white surrounding the face of a mime
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Labour Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 
1. Labour
NOTES: Bilingual Text

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-137
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: square; white; NFB symbol in green
DATE OF ARTEFACT: [between 1980 and 1995]
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: National Film Board
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 
1. Media
NOTES: None

CALL NUMBER: OB-X10-2-138
MATERIAL TYPE: Button
TITLE: Time For Change
OTHER TITLE INFO: 1991
DESCRIPTION OF ARTEFACT: round; dark blue and white; text in dark blue surrounded by numbers from 1980 to 1991 in white
DATE OF ARTEFACT: 1991
ORGANIZATION THAT PRODUCED ARTEFACT: Unknown
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
PROVENANCE: Unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S): None
NOTES: None